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Neurons of the peripheral nervous system (PNS) are tasked with diverse roles, from
encoding touch, pain, and itch to interoceptive control of inflammation and organ
physiology. Thus, technologies that allow precise control of peripheral nerve activity
have the potential to regulate a wide range of biological processes. Noninvasive modula-
tion of neuronal activity is an important translational application of focused ultrasound
(FUS). Recent studies have identified effective strategies to modulate brain circuits;
however, reliable parameters to control the activity of the PNS are lacking. To develop
robust noninvasive technologies for peripheral nerve modulation, we employed targeted
FUS stimulation and electrophysiology in mouse ex vivo skin-saphenous nerve prepara-
tions to record the activity of individual mechanosensory neurons. Parameter space
exploration showed that stimulating neuronal receptive fields with high-intensity, milli-
second FUS pulses reliably and repeatedly evoked one-to-one action potentials in all
peripheral neurons recorded. Interestingly, when neurons were classified based on neu-
rophysiological properties, we identified a discrete range of FUS parameters capable of
exciting all neuronal classes, including myelinated A fibers and unmyelinated C fibers.
Peripheral neurons were excited by FUS stimulation targeted to either cutaneous recep-
tive fields or peripheral nerves, a key finding that increases the therapeutic range of
FUS-based peripheral neuromodulation. FUS elicited action potentials with millisecond
latencies compared with electrical stimulation, suggesting ion channel–mediated mech-
anisms. Indeed, FUS thresholds were elevated in neurons lacking the mechanically
gated channel PIEZO2. Together, these results demonstrate that transcutaneous FUS
drives peripheral nerve activity by engaging intrinsic mechanotransduction mechanisms
in neurons [B. U. Hoffman, PhD thesis, (2019)].
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The nervous system is a central command center that governs homeostasis in physio-
logical and pathophysiological states. Virtually all tissues, including the skin, heart,
lungs, and gut, and immune organs, such as the bone marrow, spleen, and lymph
nodes, are innervated by neurons of the peripheral nervous system (PNS). These spe-
cialized neurons serve both afferent functions, sending sensory information to the
brain, and efferent roles, delivering neural signals to organs to alter their physiological
outputs (1). For example, in the case of injury or infection, PNS neurons represent an
essential component of immune responses (2). The intersection between the PNS and
effector organs thus represents an ideal target for therapeutic development. Indeed,
peripheral neuromodulation devices are approved by the US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) or in clinical trials to treat wide-ranging diseases from depression to
rheumatoid arthritis (3). These devices rely on implanted electrodes, which require sur-
gical procedures that inherently carry risk (4, 5). Thus, noninvasive strategies to modu-
late PNS activity are an appealing alternative to treat chronic diseases.
Focused ultrasound (FUS) enables noninvasive neuromodulation of deep brain tissue

and has shown promise as a therapeutic tool (6). More than 60 y ago, William Fry and
colleagues demonstrated the reversible inhibitory effects of ultrasound on the central
nervous system (CNS) of frogs, monkeys, and cats (7–9). Since that pioneering work,
stimulation of the CNS with ultrasound has been shown to elicit action potentials in
hippocampal slices, noninvasively stimulate intact motor circuits, and display therapeu-
tic potential for seizure disruption in mammals (6, 10–13). Compared to the CNS, the
effects of ultrasound stimulation on peripheral nerves are less clear. Ultrasound has
been reported to both suppress and augment electrically evoked activity in the mamma-
lian and invertebrate PNS (14–20). Notably, human psychophysical studies revealed
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that transdermal sonication induced somatic sensations such as
touch, thermoreception, and pain, suggesting that ultrasound
activates sensory neurons (15, 21–23). In addition, noninvasive
sonication of the mouse sciatic nerve elicited muscle activity,
indicating that FUS excites motor neurons (24, 25). Moreover,
one report showed that sonication of a cat Pacinian corpuscle
evoked neural activity consistent with receptor or action poten-
tials (21). Despite these tantalizing studies, a systematic analysis
of FUS-activated action potentials in mammalian peripheral
neurons is lacking. This gap in knowledge is an impediment to
the therapeutic development of PNS ultrasound neuromodula-
tion, as protocols to reliably control neuronal activity have yet
to be established despite decades of research efforts.
To address this gap, we sought to determine reliable FUS

parameters that excite action potentials in mammalian peripheral
neurons in intact tissue. We focused on mechanosensory neurons
of mouse dorsal root ganglia, whose peripheral axons, or afferents,
densely innervate skin and internal organs to convey sensory infor-
mation to the CNS. Activation of primary sensory neurons gives
rise to distinct sensations, including touch, pain, itch, warmth,
and cold. These distinct percepts are initiated by an impressive
array of somatosensory neuronal subtypes, including multiple clas-
ses of mechanoreceptors, thermoreceptors, and nociceptors (or
pain-sensing neurons). Peripheral sensory neurons can be further
classified based on neurophysiological properties, including con-
duction velocity (CV), receptive field (RF; the area of skin they
innervate), sensory threshold, and firing pattern (26). Thus, these
well-studied neurons provide a robust platform for examining the
excitatory effects of FUS in intact mammalian tissue.

Here, we show that millisecond, high-intensity stimulation of
sensory neurons with FUS is sufficient to elicit action potentials in
all mechanosensory neurons studied. Moreover, the mechanically
gated ion channel PIEZO2 sets the threshold for FUS activation of
sensory neurons in peripheral tissues. These results define a parame-
ter space to noninvasively excite sensory neurons in intact tissue and
reveal molecular mechanisms that enable the transduction of sonica-
tion to neural activation—insights that have the potential to inform
the development of neuromodulatory therapeutics.

Results

Ultrasound Evokes Action Potentials from Mouse Sensory
Neurons. We developed an experimental paradigm using mouse
ex vivo skin-nerve preparations that enabled simultaneous FUS
stimulation and electrophysiological recordings from individual
peripheral neurons (Fig. 1A). To accomplish targeted sonication
of sensory neurons, we designed a custom, three-dimensional
(3D)–printed immersion cone equipped with two lasers that
intersected at the center of the ultrasound focus (Fig. 1 B and C).
The immersion cone thus provided two technical advances: cou-
pling of the ultrasound beam to the target tissue with degassed
water, and laser-guided positioning of the FUS focus to tissues
of interest. FUS was delivered using a transducer controlled by
3.57 MHz sinusoid waves delivered from a function generator
and amplified with a radio-frequency amplifier (Fig. 1D). The
resulting ultrasound beam in free-field had a focal diameter (full-
width at half maximum) of 0.33 mm and a focal length of 1.16
mm from the cone tip (Fig. 1 E and F).
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Fig. 1. Ultrasound evokes action potentials from mouse sensory neurons. (A) Experimental setup. (B) Laser-guided (green) targeting of RFs. (C) Immersion
cone. (D) Representative driving signal (3.57 MHz). Amplitude modulates intensity; cycle number modulates stimulus duration. (E) X-Y ultrasound beam pro-
file without (Left) and with (Right) the cone demonstrates that the cone does not disrupt the beam. (F) X-Z beam profile measured from the cone tip (z = 0).
(G) Representative FUS-evoked action potentials. Traces recorded sequentially from top to bottom. Magenta regions denote FUS stimulation. Left, Duration
exploration (0.1, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 ms) with fixed intensity (155 W/cm2). Right, Intensity exploration (45 to 340 W/cm2, ∼55 W/cm2 steps) with fixed
duration (0.75 ms). (H) Aggregate FUS parameter–probability space of all neurons recorded (n = 164 parameter sets; Materials and Methods). (I) Transform of
H into total sonication energy. Gray line denotes fit to stimulus-response data (MaxAP = 1.0, slope = 0.79, EC50 = 186, E50%Prob = 186, R2 = 0.64), where EC50

represents the half maximal effective energy relative to the fit maximum, and E50%Prob represents the half maximal effective energy relative to a probability
of 1.0. AP, action potential. Red dotted line denotes E50%Prob.
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Given that acoustic waves produce primarily mechanical
effects, we analyzed mechanosensory neurons that innervate
skin and that initiate senses such as touch and mechanical pain
(27). After establishing an extracellular recording from teased
nerve fibers, a neuron’s RF was identified by gently pressing the
skin with a blunt rod (∼5 mm diameter). Next, the RF was
sonicated with laser-guided FUS. To identify efficient and reli-
able FUS protocols, neurons were sequentially stimulated with
varying combinations of FUS parameters. Stimulus duration
(0.1 to 2.0 ms in 0.1 to 0.5 ms steps) and intensity (11 to 743
W/cm2 in 25 to 60 W/cm2 steps) were varied, whereas ultra-
sound frequency (3.57 MHz) and interstimulus interval (5 s)
remained fixed. Each FUS parameter set was presented 4 to 10
times, and action-potential probability was estimated as the frac-
tion of stimuli that elicited an action potential. FUS stimulation
within this range had negligible thermal effects (< 1 °C; FUS
parameters: 2 ms, 743 W/cm2).
We explored > 100 FUS parameter combinations in mecha-

nosensory neurons and found that high-intensity, millisecond
sonication with FUS reliably excited single action potentials
(Fig. 1G). Surprisingly, all recorded sensory neurons were
excited by sonication (n = 172/172). Over the ranges tested,
increasing either sonication duration or intensity sufficed to
increase action-potential probability (Fig. 1H). Indeed, total
sonication energy, which is proportional to the product of
intensity and stimulus duration, showed a strong positive corre-
lation with action-potential probability (Fig. 1I; R = 0.81, P <
0.0001; Spearman’s correlation). These data reveal an efficient
FUS parameter space to excite peripheral neurons and indicate
that the primary driver of FUS-evoked action potentials is the
amount of energy delivered.

Distinct Classes of Mechanosensory Neurons Are Excited by
FUS. Mechanosensory neurons that serve different roles in vivo
can be functionally classified as ex vivo based on their electro-
physiological properties. Aβ rapidly adapting (Aβ RA) and Aβ
slowly adapting (Aβ SA) fibers are myelinated, fast-conducting
fibers that encode tactile information. D-hair (DH) mechanore-
ceptors are intermediately conducting, Aδ fibers that report
hair movement. Noxious mechanical stimuli are encoded by
A-fiber mechanonociceptor (AM) and C-fibers, which have
unmyelinated axons. Thus, we next asked whether these dis-
tinct classes of sensory neurons responded differentially to FUS
parameter combinations by partitioning our neuronal dataset
into these five classes (see Materials and Methods for classifica-
tion): Aβ RA (n = 25), Aβ SA (n = 30), DH (n = 35), AM
(n = 47), and C-fibers (n = 35; Fig. 2 A–F and SI Appendix,
Table S1).
All neuronal classes examined were reliably excited by sonica-

tion. Comparison of the two-dimensional (2D) FUS parameter
space by class revealed that short (∼0.75 ms), high-intensity
(350 to 500 W/cm2) sonication was highly effective in evoking
action potentials across all classes (Fig. 2G). To directly com-
pare FUS sensitivity among classes, we analyzed total sonication
energy, which positively correlated with action-potential proba-
bility in all fiber types (Fig. 2H; Aβ RA, R = 0.81; Aβ SA, R =
0.86; DH, R = 0.77; AM, R = 0.62; C, R = 0.76; P < 0.0001,
Spearman’s correlation). For each fiber class, data were fit with
a stimulus-response relation to estimate the maximal action-
potential probability (MaxAP) and the energy at which the
probability of firing was 50% (E50%prob; SI Appendix, Table
S2). Interestingly, DH neurons, which are ultrasensitive to light
touch (28), were more likely to be excited by ultrasound than
any other class (MaxAP = 0.97; E50%prob = 50 nJ). By contrast,

AM fibers, which have higher mechanical thresholds, were less
excitable overall (MaxAP = 0.77; E50%prob = 280 nJ). We also
noted that Aβ and DH fibers had a higher MaxAP compared
with AM and C-fibers (SI Appendix, Table S2); therefore,
low-threshold mechanoreceptors follow FUS stimulation more
reliably than nociceptors over this range. Together, these data
define a range of FUS parameters (∼0.75 ms, 350 to 500 W/cm2,
350 to 550 nJ) capable of exciting all mechanosensory neurons.

We next asked whether sonication induced damage to target
tissue. Skin was sonicated with a maximal FUS parameter set
(1 ms, 743 W/cm2, 1301 nJ, 50 stimuli, 5 s interstimulus
interval). Regions adjacent to and within the FUS focus were
analyzed using hematoxylin and eosin stained cryosections (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1 A and B). To assess for sonication-induced
damage, we compared the thickness of the major skin compart-
ments (epidermis, dermis + hypodermis). No significant differ-
ences were found (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C). Moreover, gross
damage, such as tears, was not observed. These data suggest
that the FUS parameters employed by this study do not induce
substantial damage to targeted tissues.

Interestingly, some fibers displayed nonmonotonic tuning in
their probability-response profiles. In these neurons, action-
potential probability first increased and then decreased with
progressively higher-energy FUS stimulation (high-intensity
and/or long sonication duration). Indeed, in these neurons,
alternating optimal FUS stimulation parameters with supraopti-
mal parameters enabled fiber-specific control of action-potential
generation (Fig. 3). Notably, the failure to elicit action potentials
with supraoptimal FUS stimulation did not represent damage, as
optimal stimulation consistently elicited action potentials within
5 s of supraoptimal stimulation. Only a fraction of total neurons
with supraoptimal FUS stimulation displayed this type of
response to high-energy FUS (high-intensity, n = 20/164; long-
duration, n = 22/136), suggesting that intrinsic properties of
neural subsets are important for this tuning phenomenon.

Nerve Trunk FUS Stimulation Excites Action Potentials. One
therapeutic application of FUS neuromodulation is the nonin-
vasive stimulation of nerves, such as the vagus nerve, to manip-
ulate neurohumoral reflexes. Such a device would require
stimulation of the nerve trunks (NTs) rather than the RFs.
Thus, we tested whether FUS sonication of peripheral NTs
evokes action potentials. To do so, we stimulated the saphenous
NT with FUS, which elicited compound action potentials com-
posed of Aβ, Aδ, and C-fiber activity (Fig. 4 A and B). We
next compared FUS stimulation of RFs versus NTs for individ-
ual mechanosensory neurons (Fig. 4C). Stimulation of the NTs
activated the same action-potential waveform generated by RF
stimulation (Fig. 4D). Notably, NT stimulation activated sev-
eral units in addition to the target neuron that were likely spa-
tially collocated within the peripheral nerve. Interestingly, we
found that the 50% threshold to activate action potentials in
NTs was significantly higher than those observed for RFs in
both Aβ (medians: RF, 175 nJ; NT, 764 nJ) and Aδ fibers
(medians: RF, 203 nJ; NT, 627 nJ; Fig. 4E). These findings
demonstrate that neurons can be targeted either at RFs or along
NTs and define effective sonication ranges for activation in
both stimulus paradigms.

FUS Evokes Action Potentials with Millisecond Latencies
Compared with Electrical Stimulation. A number of FDA-
approved neuromodulation devices employ electrical nerve
stimulation (3). These technologies directly depolarize neurons
to activate voltage-gated sodium channels, which faithfully and
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rapidly trigger action potentials. Given that our data reveal spe-
cific FUS parameters that reliably activate one-to-one action
potentials, we wondered how FUS stimulation compares to
electrical stimulation in terms of speed. Analysis of peak-
aligned waveforms for individual neural responses showed that
electrically evoked spike waveforms closely resembled those eli-
cited by FUS for all fibers examined. These data indicated that
the same fibers are activated by both stimuli (Fig. 5A, Left).
When waveforms were aligned by stimulus onset, FUS-evoked
action-potential latencies were ∼1 ms longer than those mea-
sured from electrical stimulation (Fig. 5A, Right). Latencies for
FUS- and electrically evoked action potentials were positively
correlated (A-fibers, R = 0.80, P < 0.0001; C-fibers, R = 0.85,
P < 0.0001; Spearman’s correlation) and were well fit by linear
regression with a positive intercept and a shift toward the FUS
axis (Fig. 5B; slope, 0.89 ms; y-intercept, 0.20 ms; R2 = 0.95).

Indeed, across the population, the difference between FUS and
electrical latencies (Δ Latency) measured from the same fiber
was in the millisecond range (median = 0.9 ms, interquartile
range = 1.8 ms, n = 172; Fig. 5C). These data indicate that
the molecular mechanisms that underlie FUS-evoked stimula-
tion of peripheral neurons activate within milliseconds, which
is consistent with neuronal ion channels.

FUS Stimulates Action Potentials in Part through the
Mechanically Activated Ion Channel PIEZO2. FUS may excite
action potentials either by directly activating voltage-gated
sodium channels or by activating upstream sensory ion chan-
nels that depolarize neurons to the action-potential threshold.
Given that FUS-evoked action-potential latencies are consis-
tently ∼1 ms longer than electrical stimulation, we hypothe-
sized that FUS activates fast sensory ion channels, such as
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mechanically gated ion channels. Mechanically gated ion chan-
nels encoded by Piezo2 constitute the principal mechanotrans-
duction mechanism in mammalian A-fiber mechanosensory
neurons (29, 30). Thus, we next asked whether activation of
peripheral neurons with sonication requires PIEZO2. We gen-
erated Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl mice, which harbor a deletion of
Piezo2 in caudal tissues including peripheral neurons (29, 31,
32). Mechanosensitivity is significantly reduced in A-fiber
mechanosensory neurons lacking functional PIEZO2 (29, 30);
thus, an electrical search method was used to identify A-fiber
responses (both Aβ and Aδ fibers) from Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl and
control genotypes (33). Electrically identified receptive fields

were then sequentially targeted with mechanical and FUS stim-
ulation to measure action-potential thresholds (Fig. 6 A–C). To
compare these thresholds across genotypes, we analyzed cumu-
lative response profiles of A-fibers from each stimulus. Data
were then fit with stimulus-response relations to estimate the
stimulus magnitude at which the 50% of fibers responded
(E50%Respond; SI Appendix, Table S3). Peripheral neurons from
Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl mice displayed a marked increase in mechan-
ical thresholds (E50%Respond = 11.5 mN) compared with con-
trol genotypes (E50%Respond = 0.8 mN; Fig. 6D). Indeed,
few fibers showed mechanical thresholds in the innocuous
range (≤ 4 mN), confirming published reports that PIEZO2
channels are essential for neural responses to touch stimuli
(29). Likewise, afferents from Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl mice were sub-
stantially less sensitive to FUS sonication (E50%Respond = 447.5 nJ)
compared with controls (E50%Respond = 158.5 nJ; Fig. 6E). We
also observed fewer mechanically and FUS-sensitive fibers in
Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl mice compared with control genotypes (Fig. 6
F and G). Together, these data demonstrate that PIEZO2 is
essential for mechanically and FUS-evoked firing in a subset of
sensory neurons and suggest that this ion channel lowers the
threshold for FUS stimulation in sensory neurons overall.

The decreased FUS sensitivity of PIEZO2 knockout mice is remi-
niscent of the differences we observed between NT and RF stimula-
tion (Fig. 4E). Thus, we wondered whether PIEZO2 can account
for elevated FUS threshold observed in nerve bundles compared
with RFs. To answer this question, we performed FUS sonication of
RFs and NTs for individual neurons from Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl mice
and control littermates (Fig. 6H). As in our previous experiment,
FUS thresholds of NTs were substantially higher than those of
RFs (NT/RF threshold ratio = 3.9 ± 2.9, mean ± SD). By con-
trast, the NT/RF threshold ratio in Cdx2Cre;Piezo2 fl/fl mice was
1.8 ± 1.2 (mean ± SD). Together, these data identify PIEZO2
as an intrinsic molecular effector of FUS neuromodulation in
peripheral tissues and demonstrate that PIEZO2-independent
mechanisms mediate neuromodulation in NTs.
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Discussion

Technologies that confer targeted, noninvasive modulation of the
nervous system have been long sought in translational neurosci-
ence. Recent studies have revealed the therapeutic potential of non-
invasive neuromodulation with ultrasound (6, 10, 11, 34, 35).
Much of the progress in understanding the effects of ultrasound
on neuronal tissue has been limited to the CNS. Our study dem-
onstrates that ultrasound sonication directly and robustly evokes
action potentials from individual neurons in the mammalian PNS.
We show that millisecond, high-intensity (350 to 500 W/cm2)
sonication of neuronal RFs is sufficient to elicit action potentials in
both myelinated (Aβ and Aδ) and unmyelinated (C) fibers. Nota-
bly, action potentials follow FUS sonication in a one-to-one
manner, demonstrating that FUS has the potential to allow tight
temporal control over neuronal activity in the PNS. FUS stimula-
tion of NTs excites action potentials effectively, although at higher
sonication energies. Interestingly, the threshold of FUS activation
at RFs is set by the mechanically activated ion channel PIEZO2.
These findings reveal effective parameters for the noninvasive exci-
tation of peripheral nerves with ultrasound in intact tissue, satisfy-
ing a critical step toward the development of ultrasound-based
therapeutics.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain excitatory

neuromodulation with ultrasound, including activation down-
stream of the thermal and mechanical effects of sonication
(36–38). In our study, we did not observe a significant increase
in temperature with maximal FUS stimulus parameters (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2). These data agree with previous studies that
report that ultrasound stimulation occurs under conditions that
minimally heat tissues (10, 11, 39). Together, this information
indicates that the thermal effects of sonication under our exper-
imental conditions are minimal and do not explain the robust
and repeatable neuronal activation that we observed.
A second possibility is that sonication induces mechanical

effects on neural tissue, such as radiation force, membrane

oscillation, or cavitation, resulting in ion-channel activation
and action-potential generation. Indeed, radiation force has
been shown to activate mechanosensitive MEC-4 channels in
Caenorhabditis elegans (40). Our data support this model, as the
deletion of the mechanically activated ion channel PIEZO2 dis-
rupts the FUS-induced activation of peripheral neurons (Fig.
6E). Consistent with this role for PIEZO2, we observed that
some low-threshold mechanoreceptors were more sensitive to
FUS stimulation than nociceptors (Fig. 2H). Previous studies
of the effects of sonication on PIEZO channels have yielded
inconsistent results. One report in dental stem cells indicates
that sonication-induced cell proliferation is mediated by
PIEZO proteins; however, the researchers were not able to dis-
tinguish between PIEZO1 and PIEZO2 (41). Two groups
have reported that heterologously expressed PIEZO1 in CHO
and HEK cells is activated by sonication in vitro. Both studies
propose a mechanism that relies on acoustic fluid streaming,
which is less likely to occur in vivo (42, 43). PIEZO1 has been
shown to mediate calcium responses in in vitro cortical neurons
in two independent studies (44, 45). Interestingly, a technique
for the noninvasive activation of a chimeric antigen receptor
expressing T cells with FUS is proposed to be mediated through
PIEZO1, which may have translational potential for oncological
therapeutics (46).

Our data demonstrate that PIEZO2 confers efficient sonication-
induced activation of peripheral neurons at their RFs, the loca-
tion where they innervate peripheral tissues. We note, however,
that the genetic deletion of PIEZO2 abolished action potentials
evoked by either FUS or mechanical stimuli in only a subset of
neurons. Moreover, NT activation is less sensitive to FUS than
RF stimulation, and this activity is independent of PIEZO2.
These results suggest that other mechanisms can transduce
sonication into neural activity (Fig. 6D). For example, OSCA/
TMEM63 proteins, which are an evolutionarily conserved
family of mechanosensitive ion channels, may be activated by
sonication (47). In hippocampal slices, ultrasound has been pro-
posed to stimulate action potentials through the mechanical
activation of voltage-gated sodium and calcium channels (10).
A recent in vitro study in Xenopus oocytes demonstrated that
FUS directly activates TRAAK channels, which are mechano-
sensitive potassium channels (48, 49). The activation of potas-
sium channels, which results in decreased neuronal excitability,
cannot account for action-potential initiation but may explain
our observation that the probability of FUS-evoked action
potentials decreases at higher FUS stimulus intensities. Future
studies are needed to reveal the complete set of ion channels
that underlie the transduction of sonication to neural activity.

The use of ultrasound to activate mammalian peripheral neu-
rons was first demonstrated more than 40 y ago (21, 50). A
handful of studies have shown that ultrasound sonication to
human skin initiates somatic sensations such as warmth, pain,
and pressure (22, 50); however, the potential therapeutic appli-
cations of the neuromodulation of peripheral nerve activity
extend beyond sensory modulation. One such application is the
noninvasive modulation of the neural reflex arc to treat chronic
disease (5). The neural reflex arc is composed of peripheral
afferent neurons that signal to the CNS and efferent neurons
that send regulatory signals to virtually all peripheral tissues
(51). Stimulation of the vagus nerve, which is composed of
both afferent and efferent neurons, is an FDA-approved inter-
vention for epilepsy and treatment-resistant depression, and it
has shown promise for diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis,
systemic lupus erythematosus, Crohn’s disease, and hyperten-
sion (52). A limitation of current approved therapeutics for
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Fig. 5. FUS evokes action potentials with millisecond latencies compared
with electrical stimulation. (A) Comparison of representative FUS-evoked
(red) to electrically evoked (black) action potentials from the same Aβ SA
fiber (CV = 15.0 m/s). Left, Action potentials aligned to peak. Right, Action
potentials aligned to the onset of stimulation (arrows indicate stimulus
onset). (B) Scatterplot of log-transformed FUS-evoked versus electrically
evoked action-potential latencies (defined as time from stimulus onset to
action-potential positive peak). Gray solid line denotes linear regression of
log-transformed data (slope = 0.89; y-intercept = 0.20, R2 = 0.95). Gray dot-
ted line denotes y = x. (C) Histogram of the difference between FUS-evoked
and electrically evoked action-potential latencies from each neuron.
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vagus nerve stimulation is that they rely on surgically implanted
electrodes, which can result in significant complications (53).
Our data support the feasibility of developing a noninvasive,
ultrasound-based device that could act as a substitute for the
surgical implantation of electrodes in vagus nerve–targeting
therapeutics. Notably, we found that the axons of peripheral
neurons within NTs were reliably excited by FUS stimulation.
We were intrigued to find that neuronal subtypes had

differential sensitivities to FUS stimulation. Indeed, DH
neurons, which are highly sensitive, low-threshold mechanore-
ceptors that innervate hair follicles, were the neurons most sen-
sitive to FUS stimulation. By contrast, AM neurons, which are
high-threshold mechanoreceptors that trigger pain, required

greater sonication energies to activate. Moreover, a handful of
neurons displayed nonmonotonic dose-response relationships
to FUS stimulation and were suppressed at larger stimulation
magnitudes, mirroring a recent study in mouse motor neurons
(54). Although our study did not identify unique FUS parame-
ter sets that selectively activate functionally distinct subsets of
neurons, our results provide a foundation for future studies
that aim to do so. Selective activation would amplify the
therapeutic potential of FUS neuromodulation, as one might
be able to target defined neuronal subsets within mixed
nerves. The vagus nerve, for example, contains afferent and
efferent neurons that innervate most visceral tissues, includ-
ing the heart, lungs, gut, and immune organs. Pathologies of
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Fig. 6. FUS stimulates action potentials at sensory RFs in part through the mechanically activated ion channel PIEZO2. (A) Experimental overview. Afferents
were identified using an electrical search (Materials and Methods). Next, electrically identified RFs were stimulated with mechanical and FUS stimulation to
measure mechanical and sonication energy thresholds, respectively. (B) Representative mechanically evoked responses from control (Left) and Cdx2Cre;Pie-
zo2fl/fl (Right) mice. Top traces, displacement; Bottom traces, action-potential trains. (C) Representative action-potential traces evoked by electrical (black),
mechanical (blue), and FUS (red) stimuli from control and Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl mice. (D and E) Cumulative response plots for mechanical (D) and FUS thresholds
(E) from control and Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl mice (control: n = 88 fibers, five mice; Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl: n = 81 units, six mice). Black and gray lines denote stimulus-
response fits (SI Appendix, Table S3 for fit values). Gray dotted line denotes E50%Respond. (F and G) Proportions of mechanically (F) and FUS-sensitive (G) fibers
in control (black) and Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl (gray) mice. Numbers of sensitive fibers are listed as insets within bars. In F, *P = 0.01; in G, *P = 0.02 (two-sided Fish-
er’s exact test). (H) FUS thresholds at NTs and RFs were measured for individual A-fiber units (control: n = 19 fibers, three mice; Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl: n = 13
fibers, four mice). NT/RF threshold ratios were calculated and log2 transformed to achieve normally distributed populations. Means were compared with
unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test (**P = 0.006).
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specific organs, or organ systems, may benefit from noninva-
sive and selective neuromodulation of specific subsets of vagal
neurons.

Materials and Methods

Ethical Approval. Animal use was conducted according to guidelines from the
NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and was approved by
both the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Columbia University
Medical Center and the Animal Care and Use Review office of the United States
Army Medical Research and Materiel Command.

Animals. Mice were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle, and food and water
were provided ad libitum. Euthanasia was performed with isoflurane inhalation
followed by cervical dislocation, as approved by institutional guidelines (55).
Experiments were performed on 7- to 13-wk-old mice. The following strains were
used in this study: female C57BL/6 (Jackson Labs), Cdx2Cre (31), and Piezo2fl/fl

(56). Details on tissue recombination for Cdx2Cre mice are published elsewhere
(57). For experiments involving the tissue-specific deletion of Piezo2, genotypes
that lacked either Cre or floxed Piezo2 alleles (Piezo2fl/fl or Piezo2fl/+) were desig-
nated as littermate controls, and Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl were experimental animals
(32). Automated genotyping was performed through Transnetyx (http://www.
transnetyx.com).

Ultrasound Stimulation. FUS was delivered with a commercial focused ultra-
sound transducer with a 3.57 MHz center frequency (35mm focal depth;
SU-107, Sonic Concepts). Driving signals were delivered by a function generator
(33220A; Keysight Technologies) and amplified through a 150 W amplifier
(A150; Electronics & Innovation). To calibrate the transducer (SI Appendix, Table
S4), beam plots were acquired using a fiber-optic hydrophone (HFO690; Onda).
The transducer was mounted on a 3D motorized XYZ positioner (Bislide; Vel-
mex). After locating the center of the ultrasound focus, 2D raster scans in both
the XY and XZ planes were acquired (100 cycle bursts and a 10 Hz pulse repeti-
tion frequency).

To deliver targeted FUS stimulation of neurons, we constructed a custom
immersion cone, equipped with guide lasers (VLM-650-01 LPA; Quarton USA) to
identify the ultrasound focus. The cone was filled with degassed water and the
tip was sealed with a thin plastic membrane (CE0434; EMT Medical Co.). Using
the intersection of the lasers as a guide, the focus of the transducer was posi-
tioned with a 3D micromanipulator (MPC-200; Sutter Instrument) directly on the
RF or the saphenous NT. To ensure the continuous coupling of the transducer to
the target, a small volume of bath solution was maintained between the tip of
the immersion cone and the target surface.

The FUS parameters employed were stimulus duration (0.1 to 2.0 ms, 0.1 to
0.5 ms steps), intensity (11 to 743 W/cm2, 25 to 60 W/cm2 steps), ultrasound
frequency (3.57 MHz), and interstimulus interval (5 s). The stimulus order was
typically from short to long duration and low to high intensity. The latency of
FUS-evoked action potentials was measured from the FUS trigger to the action-
potential peak.

RFs or NTs were stimulated >4 times, with an interstimulus interval of 5 s.
FUS thresholds were defined as the first sonication energy that generated action
potentials in>50% of stimulus presentations.

Temperature measurements were obtained with a thermistor (TA-29; Warner
Instruments) placed<1 mm from the FUS focus (to avoid artifact). Ultrasound was
delivered sequentially (stimulus duration 2.0 ms; intensity, 40 to 743 W/cm2, 25
to 60 W/cm2 steps; ultrasound frequency, 3.57 MHz; interstimulus interval,
5.0 s), and instantaneous changes in temperature were measured with a tem-
perature controller (TC-344B; Warner Instruments) sampled at 20 kHz.

Ex Vivo Skin-Nerve Electrophysiology. Action potentials from teased nerve
fibers were recorded after dissecting the mouse hindlimb skin and saphenous
nerve according to published methods (58). Tissue was placed with the epider-
mis side up in a custom chamber and perfused with carbogen-buffered synthetic
interstitial fluid (in mM: 108 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 0.7 MgSO4, 26 NaHCO3, 1.7
NaH2PO4, 9.5 sodium gluconate, 5.5 glucose, 7.5 sucrose, and 1.5 CaCl2, satu-
rated with 95% O2-5% CO2; pH 7.4) kept at 32 °C with a temperature controller
(TC-344B; Warner Instruments). The nerve was kept in mineral oil in a recording
chamber, teased, and placed onto a recording electrode connected with a

reference electrode to a differential amplifier (model 1800; A-M Systems). The
extracellular signal was digitized using a PowerLab 8/35 board (AD Instruments)
and recorded using LabChart software (AD Instruments). Sampling frequencies
were 20 kHz or 40 kHz.

Single units and their RFs were identified using mechanical search with a
blunt glass probe. Once isolated, afferents were characterized based on mechani-
cal threshold, RF characteristics, CV, and adaptation properties to sustained
mechanical stimuli. The mechanical threshold was measured by stimulating RFs
with calibrated von Frey monofilaments and was defined as the first von Frey
monofilament that generated action potentials in >50% of stimulus presenta-
tions. RFs and responses to hair movement were evaluated under stereomicro-
scopy by deflecting individual hairs with fine forceps (Model SZX16; Olympus).
CV was estimated based on the electrical stimulation of RFs delivered from a
pulse stimulator (Model 2100; A-M Systems) and calculated as the quotient of
distance between the stimulus and recoding electrodes and the latency of the
action-potential peak from the stimulus artifact. To assess adaptation properties,
RFs were stimulated with a custom-built, computer-controlled mechanical stimu-
lator (tip diameter, 1.6mm).

For experiments in Cdx2Cre;Piezo2fl/fl and littermate control mice, an electrical
search was used to identify afferents (33). To do so, electrical stimulation was deliv-
ered first near where the saphenous nerve inserts into the skin and progressively
more distal to approximate the RF locations. Once electrically identified RF locations
were established, mechanical thresholds, RF characteristics, CV, and adaptation
properties to sustained mechanical stimuli were estimated as described above.

Sensory Afferent Classification. Mechanosensory afferents were classified
into five subtypes based on physiological response properties (SI Appendix,
Table S1): Aβ RA, Aβ SA, DH, AM, and C-fibers. Classification was performed
based on criteria modified from previously published work (26): Aβ RA fibers,
CV >∼10 m/s, no response to zigzag hair movement, RA responses to 5 s
mechanical stimulation; Aβ SA fibers, CV >∼10 m/s, response to touch-dome
indentation and/or hair movement, sustained responses to 5 s mechanical stim-
ulation; DH fibers, CV ≥ 1 m/s and ≤ 10 m/s, responses to zigzag hair move-
ment; AM fibers, CV ≥ 1 m/s and ≤ 10 m/s, no response to hair movement,
and SA responses to 5 s mechanical stimulation; C-fibers, CV < 1 m/s.

Data Analysis. Spike sorting and data analysis was performed in Matlab.
Spikes were sorted based on the following parameters: positive peak amplitude,
negative peak amplitude, positive peak rise time, spike width, and negative
peak decay time. Sorted waveforms were then averaged to generate a template,
which was then compared back to the sorted waveforms with correlation analy-
sis. Spikes kept for further analysis had correlation coefficients of >0.97 in
A-fibers and >0.85 in C-fibers.

Action-potential probability was calculated for each FUS parameter combina-
tion delivered to each recorded neuron. To generate aggregate parameter explo-
ration data (Figs. 1 and 2), action-potential probabilities for each sampled FUS
parameter combination were averaged across fibers. Given that the parameters
delivered to each recorded fiber varied, only parameters that were delivered to at
least two fibers were considered for further analysis. To generate continuous sur-
face plots, probability data were interpolated with the “scatteredInterpolant” func-
tion using linear interpolation. Sonication energy was calculated from aggregate
FUS parameter–probability datasets using the following function:

Sonication Energy ðJÞ ¼ I × πr2 × t:

I ¼ intensity W=cm2� �
; r ¼ US focal radius cmð Þ;

t ¼ sonication duration ðsÞ:
Sonication energy (Figs. 1I and 2H) and cumulative response profiles (Fig. 6 D
and E) were fit with the following dose-response function:

y ¼ a

1þ 10 log 10bð Þ � xð Þ × cð Þ ; a ¼ Top; b ¼ EC50; c ¼ slope:

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed in Matlab (R2018b;
MathWorks) and Prism (GraphPad). Statistical parameters are described in the fig-
ure legends. A paired or unpaired Student’s two-tailed t test was used to compare
means of two normally distributed, paired or unpaired groups, respectively. Log-
normal populations were log-transformed to achieve normality before comparing
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means. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the medians of two
nonparametric groups. Paired one-way ANOVA was used to compare three or
more normally distributed, paired groups. Nonparametric data with three or
more groups were analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test. Correlations between
nonparametric groups was computed using Spearman’s rank-order correlation.
The normality of population data was assessed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test with Dallal–Wilkinson–Lilliefors P values, with P< 0.05 indicating nonnormal-
ity. Differences were considered significant if P < 0.05. All significance tests were
justified considering the experimental design.

Data Availability. All data used for the analyses described in this manuscript
are freely available and have been deposited in an online repository (http://
www.github.com/buh2003/FUSPiezo2) (59).
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